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Members of the Senate Committee on Transportation:

My name is Mike Fonkert; I am a Campaign Director for Kansas Appleseed Center for Law and

Justice, a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization dedicated to the belief that Kansans, working

together, can build a state full of thriving, inclusive, and just communities.

Kansas Appleseed supports SB 100.

The changes in this bill help alleviate the vicious cycle that traps so many Kansas drivers in a no-win

situation.  More than 134,000 Kansans have suspended driver’s licenses for unpaid fees and fines.1

Kansas has the sixth highest suspension rate in the country. Many people still drive with suspended2

licenses, because they have no choice if they want to provide for their families. The additional 90-day3

suspension period, the application fees for restricted driving privileges, and the reinstatement fees limit

people’s lives in important ways while trapping them in a cycle with perverse incentives that limits their

ability to safely and lawfully drive .  Driving a car is often necessary for important life tasks such as

maintaining employment, buying groceries, or taking your kids to doctor’s appointments and school

activities.4

Extending driver’s license suspensions harm communities. The effect is not only felt by the person

receiving the suspension. Stress placed on families and communities as a result of suspensions results in

unemployment, under employment, lower wages, fewer employment opportunities, fewer hiring

choices for employers, decreased productivity in communities, and an increase in insurance costs.5

Suspensions also disproportionately harm communities of color. Suspension rates in communities with
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the highest percentage of people of color are 2.5 times greater than in communities with the smallest

percent of people of color.6

Suspended licenses reduce public safety.  States waste an average of 9 hours of police and court time for

every suspended license case. Police departments in cities that impose more fees and fines solve violent7

crimes at significantly lower rates. It is common for municipal prosecutors in states that impose8 9

driver’s license suspensions for unpaid fees and fines to spend 30% of their caseload on license

suspension cases.10

The fixes in this bill well help reduce some of this harm. Reducing the 90-day additional extensions on

suspensions for driver’s license suspensions will help give people a quicker viable path to safely return to

the roads while reducing the incentive to continue driving on a suspended license. The removal of the

non-refundable application fees for people applying for restricted driving privileges will remove a

perverse burden currently being imposed. The state is currently extracting fees from Kansans just to

check if they are even eligible for a restricted license. Changing the $100 reinstatement fee from per

charge to per case will make it easier for people to get back on the road legally who faced multiple

charges arising out of just one incident.

This bill does not solve our state’s driver’s license suspension problem entirely, but it does take

important steps.  These changes will have a positive impact on the lives of Kansans.

Kansas Appleseed supports the passage of HB 2193.
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